SCORPION DIGITAL STEREO AUDIO SYSTEM

Smaller than \(\frac{1}{4}\) the size of a credit card and only 4 mm thick.

Adaptable! Tektron’s tiny transmitter can fit into practically any concealment. The low power consumption combined with outstanding stereo or mono audio (up to 8000 Hz response) make this transmitter an outstanding performer. The ultra miniature positive lock connectors allow flexibility for microphone interchangeability and the connections will not come apart. A milled aluminum case provides exceptional durability. Range is over 1000 feet, line-of-sight.

The Scorpion receiver and transmitter are a complimentary pair, providing exceptional audio in a small package. An audio response to 8000 Hz provides sharp, clear intelligence. Receiver control functions are accomplished via a computer link and a simple graphical user interface. Once the control values are established the receiver remembers all settings and can be used in the field without concern of accidental change.